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Abstract 

Today, cloud storage services increased the popular for data storage in the cloud and retrieve from any location 
without any time limitations. One of the most important demands required in cloud is secured data transmission 
in un-trusted cloud applications. Particularly, secure and efficient multiparty communications in Untrusted Cloud 
Environments (UCE) attract widespread attentions. The equipment used in UCE have the particularity of being hetero-
geneous and UCE communication environment are asynchronous networks in which multiple users cannot transmit 
their messages simultaneously. How to ensure secure communication between these heterogeneous intelligent 
devices is a major challenge for multiparty communication applied in UCE. In such an asynchronous environment, 
the asynchronous transmission can cause security problems in cryptographic functions. Therefore, how to implement 
rational secret sharing (RSS) in an asynchronous model of the UCE networks has become a burning research topic. 
The RSS refers to finding a solution composed of strategies to encourage players in the secret reconstruction to act 
honestly even players are rational to act for their own interest. If each player plays the game for the best response to 
the best response of other players, the game is in Nash equilibrium. The objective of an RSS is to achieve the Nash 
equilibrium state corresponding to the global optima. In this paper, we propose an information-theoretic secure RSS 
in asynchronous model for UCE. Our design uses Petersen’s VSS to allow every player to divide his share into multiple 
pieces for other players. Then, shares can be revealed asynchronously. If any player acts maliciously, his share can be 
recovered by other players. This feature can encourage players to act honestly since any malicious action (i.e., either 
revealing a fake share or refusing to release one) is useless. Our scheme is practically valuable for secure group-ori-
ented applications in UCE.

Keywords: Rational secret sharing, Verifiable secret sharing, Asynchronous model, Information-theoretic secure, UCE, 
Secure group-oriented applications

Introduction
The rapid development of the Internet has brought peo-
ple close together, and on this basis, it has been extended 
and expanded into the Internet of Things (IoT), that is, 
the Internet of all things connected [1–4]. As an emerg-
ing technology, the Internet of Things has effectively 
promoted the intelligent development of industry, 

agriculture, transportation and other aspects. Appli-
cations in smart home, pollution monitoring, medical 
health, and other fields closely related to life have greatly 
improved people’s quality of life. Group-oriented tech-
nology shows its application potential in IoT. For exam-
ple, the data collected jointly by using group-oriented 
technology can be used to analyze traffic conditions and 
realize multi-user interactive computing. As these group-
oriented programs are applied on open and insecure net-
works, they face the need for security.
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At the same time, cloud computing services are more 
popular for data storage and retrieval in the cloud 
environment. Because of the user’s data security, the 
encrypted data is persisted in the cloud to protect from 
permission denied users. The method considers cloud 
services provider (CSP) or trusted authority to take care 
the key management assurance like an “it confirmed 
that key cannot be compromised”. However, some enti-
ties may interrupt communications between users and 
CSP. Hence, it compels the CSP to release user secrecy. 
In cloud surroundings, data holders, store data on the 
clouds which are transmitted through the deniable 
encryption scheme. Therefore, secure and efficient multi-
party communications in Untrusted Cloud Environments 
(UCE) attract widespread attentions [5–9].

With the development of these technologies, more 
and more advanced companies are adopting the IoT 
and tend to transform to the intelligent systems (IS) to 
achieve high performance with less risk. IS refers to the 
application of smart devices with perception technology, 
data processing technology, and network communica-
tion technology to all links of intelligent transportation 
devices, which are connected through the network to 
achieve efficient utilization of resources, improve product 
quality and reduce resource consumption, thus realizing 
transportation intelligence. The devices in the IS have the 
particularity of heterogeneity, and the IS communication 
is carried out in an untrusted cloud environment, which 
is an asynchronous network, that is, multiple users can-
not transmit their messages simultaneously. In such an 
Untrusted Cloud Environment (UCE), ensuring secure 

communication between these heterogeneous trans-
portation devices is a major challenge for multiparty 
communication applied in IS, which is shown in Fig.  1. 
Furthermore, in such an asynchronous environment, the 
asynchronous transmission can cause security problems 
in cryptographic functions. How to make implementa-
tion of rational secret sharing (RSS) in an asynchronous 
model for UCE has become a burning research topic.

The (t, n) secret sharing scheme (SS) refers to divid-
ing the secret into n sub-secrets so that the secret can 
be recovered when any t or more sub-secrets are known, 
but when the number of known sub-secrets is less than 
t, no information about the secret can be obtained. The 
SS has become a building block in many current cryp-
tographic applications. There are multiple technologies 
that can be used to achieve secret sharing. For instance, 
Shamir [10] designed a (k, n) threshold scheme using lin-
ear polynomial, Azimuth-Bloom [11] studied the secret 
sharing scheme based on the Chinese Remainder Theo-
rem (CRT), and Blakely [12] introduced a secret shar-
ing scheme using hyperplane geometry. Among them, 
Shamir’s SS has been received most attention. This is 
because his SS is flexible and efficient, and it is informa-
tion-theoretic secure.

If t or more sub-secrets are known, Shamir’s SS can 
reconstruct the secret using Lagrange Interpolation for-
mula, and this process is very simple. However, in 2004, 
Halpern and Teague [13] have proposed the concept of 
Rational SS (RSS). In an RSS, it assumes that the play-
ers in the game of secret reconstruction are rational. In 
other words, each player may be honest or malicious. 

Fig. 1 A typical IS model in UCE
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The players in the secret reconstruction aim to maximize 
their own interests and take corresponding actions. The 
objective of an RSS is to find a solution that is composed 
of strategies to encourage players in the secret recon-
struction to act honestly even players are rational to act 
for their own interest. If each player plays the game for 
the best response to the best response of other players, 
the game is in Nash equilibrium. Achieving the Nash 
equilibrium state corresponding to the global optima is 
the goal of an RSS. Halpern and Teague [13] have shown 
that Shamir’s SS is not an RSS. This can be easily under-
stood. Suppose there are t players in the secret recon-
struction, if one of them is malicious and he publishes a 
false sub-secret, at the same time, all other honest players 
publish valid sub-secrets, then only this malicious player 
can reconstruct the secret, while no other honest player 
has access to the secret. This is not an equilibrium state.

Many researchers have proposed RSS schemes [14–16]. 
In these schemes, players can only exchange information 
in a synchronized channel. Since the synchronous chan-
nel is difficult to be implemented in practice, the exist-
ing communication networks are asynchronous networks 
in which multiple users cannot transmit their messages 
simultaneously. The asynchronous transmission can 
cause security problems. Therefore, it is imminent to 
implement RSS in the asynchronous model. Up to now, 
there are very few RSS solutions designed for asynchro-
nous channels, including those designed by Maleka 
et  al. [17], designed by Fuchsbauer et  al. [14], designed 
by Ong et al. [15], and designed by Moses et al. [18]. In 
[17], the game needs to be repeated and an interactive 
dealer is required [14]. requires the use of cryptographic 
primitives. In [15, 18], multiple rounds of the game are 
played and a certain number of players are assumed to be 
honest.

In 1995, Lin et al. [19] presented a fair secret recon-
struction scheme suitable for asynchronous models. In 
this scheme, the secret s is hidden in the sequence, {d1
, d2, …, dj − 1, dj, dj + 1, …, dk}, and it can be reconstructed 
as a whole in the asynchronous network, where dj = s, 
dj + 1 = D, D is public, and di, i ≠ j, j + 1, ∀ i, is random 
integer. Furthermore, Maleka et  al. [20] first proposed 
the concept of repeated games in the RSS problem and 
proved that limited repeated games are impossible 
when the player knows the number of repetitions of the 
game. In [19], instead of requiring all players to release 
their sub-secrets at the same time, the secret recon-
struction process restores one element at a time in the 
order of the sequence until the secret is derived. If the 
certificate and sub-secret submitted by the player pass 
the verification, the rebuild process continues down the 
line, otherwise it is forced to stop. Until D is restored, 

the players can be sure that the previous restoration 
is the secret. In addition, it should be noted that if the 
player correctly guesses the location of the secret, he 
can get exclusive access to the secret. Then the prob-
ability that this malicious player has exclusive access to 
the secret and other honest players cannot obtain the 
secret is 1

k
. In a recent paper [17], the scheme has been 

improved to include some other features.
In this paper, we propose an RSS protocol which uses 

VSS for secure group communications in UCE, one of 
the most popular cryptographic primitives, as a strat-
egy to enforce all players in the secret reconstruction to 
act honestly to reach the Nash equilibrium state. Our 
proposed RSS is information-theoretic secure. And 
it has two phases. In the first phase, each player acts 
as the dealer in Peterson’s VSS [21] to divide his/her 
share into sub-shares for other players. In addition, the 
player needs to make Peterson’s commitments publicly 
known. Using these commitments, these sub-shares 
can be verified. After all sub-shares of players being 
verified successfully, the scheme is advanced into the 
second phase. In the second phase, players take turn to 
reveal their shares asynchronously. Each revealed share 
can be verified separately. If any share has been veri-
fied unsuccessfully, other players can work together to 
recover the share. Since each share has been shared by 
other players in the first phase, this feature encourages 
players to reveal their shares honestly in the second 
phase. In other words, if players release fake shares in 
the second phase, their “real” shares can still be recov-
ered by other honest players. The main contributions of 
this paper are as follows.

• An information-theoretic secure RSS in asynchro-
nous model is proposed.

• The RSS uses Peterson’s VSS as building block. It 
allows every player to divide his share into mul-
tiple pieces for other players. Then, shares can be 
revealed asynchronously. If any player acts mali-
ciously, his share can be recovered by other players.

• The RSS is deterministic and simple. This unique 
feature can encourage players to act honestly since 
any malicious action (i.e., either revealing a fake 
share or refusing to release one) is useless.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Peters-
en’s VSS is reviewed in  Review of Petersen’s VSS 
section. Model section introduces the model of the pre-
sented protocol, including protocol description, type of 
attacks. In Proposed scheme section, our RSS scheme is 
proposed. Analysis section analyzes the security of RSS. 
We conclude this paper in Conclusion section.
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Review of Petersen’s VSS
Our proposed RSS is designed on the basis of Pedersen’s 
VSS [21]. We review this protocol in this section.

The notion of VSS was proposed by Chor et  al. [22], 
which means that participants can verify whether the 
received sub-secret is valid without revealing their own 
secrets. We give a definition of VSS below.

Definition 1. T‑out‑of‑n Verifiable Secret Sharing Scheme 
(VSS)
A t-out-of-n verifiable secret sharing scheme π = (G, R, V) 
consists of a sharing algorithm G, a reconstruction algo-
rithm R, and a verification algorithm V. The sharing algo-
rithm G ensures that no adversary can reconstruct the 
secret from less than t shares. The reconstruction algo-
rithm G guarantees that participants can reconstruct the 
secret based on any t or more known shares. The veri-
fication algorithm V enables participants to verify that 
their shares are generated consistently while ensuring the 
security of their shares and secrets.

Benaloh [23] proposed an interactive VSS. Crypto-
graphic commitment schemes have been used in Feld-
man [24] and Pedersen [21] VSSs. The scheme in [24] is 
proven to be bitwise safe, using the difficulty of discrete 
logarithms. And the scheme in [21] ensures uncondition-
ally the security of the secret, in which the correctness 
of the sub-secret depends on the calculation assump-
tions. However, in addition to verifying the validity of 
the participant’s own sub-secret, these VSS schemes can-
not verify the sub-secrets of other participants. Stadler 
[25] first presented a publicly verifiable secret sharing 
(PVSS) scheme, which ensures that the validity of a par-
ticipant’s sub-secret can be verified by other participants. 

Subsequently, Schoenmaker [26] made improvements on 
the basis of the PVSS scheme proposed by Stadler, using 
the standard Diffie-Hellman difficult hypothesis. Peng 
and Wang [27] applied the model designed by Schoen-
maker to construct a PVSS solution based on linear code. 
A PVSS protocol based on Pailler’s encryption [28] was 
proposed by Ruiz and Villar [29]. In addition, non-inter-
active PVSS scheme using bilinear mapping have been 
presented [30, 31].

Pedersen’s VSS is information-theoretic secure. There 
are public parameters, g, h ∈ Zp, and assumes that no one 
knows loggh. Pedersen’s VSS uses the following commit-
ment scheme.

Pedersen’s commitment scheme
To commit the secret s, the dealer computes and pub-
lishes a commitment E(s, k) = gshk = E0 mod p, where 
k ∈ Zp and k is randomly selected. Such a commitment 
can later be opened by releasing s and k.

The Pedersen’s VSS is shown in Fig. 2.

Model
Description of our proposed RSS
Our proposed RSS has two phases. In the first phase, 
each player is regarded as a dealer in Peterson’s VSS [21] 
to divide his/her share into sub-shares for other play-
ers. The sub-shares can be verified by other players. In 
this phase, all sub-shares of players need to be verified 
successfully. In the second phase, players take turn to 
reveal their shares asynchronously. Each revealed share 
can be verified separately. If any share has been verified 
unsuccessfully, other players can work together to use 
their sub-shares obtained in the first phase to recover 

Fig. 2 Pedersen’s VSS
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the share. This feature encourages players to reveal their 
shares honestly in the second phase.

Entities and possible attacks
In a VSS, the owner of the secret is the prover and all 
other users are the verifiers. In the case of ensuring the 
security of the secret, the verifiers want to verify that the 
shares they get are generated consistently. In Pedersen’s 
VSS, verification is based on the commitments com-
puted by the owner of the secret. Each verifier can verify 
the share individually without interaction. Inconsistent 
shares may be generated due to the following two rea-
sons: (a) in shares generation/distribution, nature noise, 
such as transmission noise or computational error, may 
cause the inconsistency; (b) inconsistent shares may be 
generated by a user who tries to cheat other honest users.

Attackers may try to obtain secrets from commit-
ments. Pedersen’s commitment can prevent this attack. 
Moreover, it is necessary to prevent malicious players 
from attacking in the process of rebuilding the secret. 
In our RSS, all information exchanged among players is 
transmitted through an asynchronous channel. To pre-
vent players from revealing their shares last in the pro-
cess and knowing the secret by themselves only, there 
are two phases in our presented RSS. In the first phase, 
every player needs to follow Petersen’s VSS and act as a 
dealer to divide his own share (the secret) for other play-
ers. The generated shares of his own share are called the 
sub-shares. Each sub-share is sent to individual player 
secretly. Some public commitments of the secret need 
to make publicly known. Each sub-share also needs to 
be verified successfully by each player. Only after all sub-
shares being successfully verified, the scheme advances in 
the second phase.

The shares of players are released asynchronously in 
the second phase. Since each revealed share can be veri-
fied based on the VSS commitments generated in the first 
phase and any fake share can also be recovered by other 
players based on their sub-shares, this feature encourages 
players to act honest.

Properties
Our proposed RSS has the following properties:

Secrecy. From the commitment of the secret and 
shares, it is impossible for the secret to be restored by 
the attackers.
Fairness. The RSS needs to have strategies to encour-
age players in the secret reconstruction to act hon-
estly. If players act dishonestly then all players either 
get no secret or get the secret.
Efficiency. In our proposed RSS, we use Pedersen’s 
VSS [21] based on polynomials. In the first phase, 

each user needs to act as a dealer to compute sub-
shares for other players and compute some pub-
lic commitments. There has no interaction among 
users to verify shares in Petersen’s VSS.
Un-deniability. In the process to reveal shares in 
Phase 2, no player can deny to release his share since 
share can be recovered by other players based on 
sub-shares distributed in the first phase.

Proposed scheme
RSS scheme
Suppose there are n players, U = {U1, U2, …, Un}, partici-
pated in the RSS. The scheme is introduced in detail in 
Fig. 3.

Discussion
The proposed RSS scheme is composed of three algo-
rithms, namely share generation, share verification and 
secret reconstruction.

Share generation and share verification
The first two algorithms are identical to the 
Petersen’s VSS except that for each shares, 
(f(xi), g(xi)), of player, Ui, the dealer computes 
E f (xi), g(xi) = gf (xi)hg(xi) = Ei

0modp, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. It 
is worth noting that in the first stage, each player needs 
to allocate his shares to other players The reason why 
these public commitment values of player’s shares are 
published by the dealer is to prevent players from cheat-
ing by generating sub-shares of fake shares.

Secret reconstruction
It consists two phases, generating sub-shares and com-
mitments phase, and revealing shares.

Phase 1: generating sub‑shares and commitments phase
In this phase, each player needs to act as the dealer to fol-
low Petersen’s VSS to divide his own shares. Players’ own 
shares are treated as secrets and sub-shares are allocated 
to other players. From commitments published by the 
dealer and the owner of shares, sub-shares can be verified 
to be generated consistently.

Phase 2: revealing shares phase
In this phase, shares of players are revealed asynchro-
nously. Each revealed share can be verified based on the 
commitments published by the dealer in share genera-
tion. If any revealed share cannot be verified successfully 
or any player refuses to reveal his share, share can still be 
recovered by sub-shares of other players. Note that each 
revealed sub-shares can also be verified by other players 
since the shares are generated following Petersen’s VSS in 
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the first phase. At last, the secret can be recovered suc-
cessfully based on all shares.

Analysis
Security analysis
This section will first prove that our scheme is informa-
tion-theoretically secure, and then analyze the security 

properties of the proposed RSS protocol, which have 
been defined in Properties section.

There are two types of security in most cryptographic 
schemes, either information-theoretic secure or compu-
tationally secure. If a scheme is computationally secure, 
the security of the scheme is based on some mathemati-
cal assumptions. If a scheme is information-theoretic 

Fig. 3 Proposed RSS
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secure, there is no mathematical assumption made to 
achieve its security. Since information-theoretic security 
(also called unconditionally security) does not depend 
on any computational assumption, schemes with infor-
mation-theoretic security are more attractive than most 
schemes with computational security. In the following 
theorem, we prove that our proposed RSS scheme is 
information-theoretic secure.

Theorem 1
The proposed RSS scheme is unconditionally secure.

Proof
Information-theoretic security implies that no assump-
tions are made about the computing power and resources 
available to an adversary. We can see that there is not any 
computational assumption in our scheme. The proposed 
RSS scheme uses Peterson’s VSS as building block. Ped-
ersen’s VSS is information-theoretic secure. Hence, our 
RSS scheme is information-theoretic secure.

Secrecy
It is obvious that Petersen’s VSS prevents players to get 
the secret/shares from public commitments. In the first 
phase, each share of player is divided into multiple sub-
shares using a polynomial with degree k − 1. Assuming 
that the majority of players are always honest (i.e., at least 
k =

⌈

n
2

⌉

 players are honest in the process of secret recon-
struction), this ensures that colluded dishonest players 
(i.e., there are at most n − k < k colluded players) cannot 
recover any share/secret from any subset of sub-shares 
generated in this phase. Thus, shares and the secret are 
protected. In other words, if multiple players decide to 
act maliciously, no one can get the secret. On the other 
hand, since we assume that there exist at least k =

⌈

n
2

⌉

 
players who are honest, this ensures that each share can 
be recovered successfully by sub-shares of honest players.

Fairness
In the second phase, shares are revealed asynchronously. 
If any player decides to reveal a fake share, Petersen’s VSS 
can detect this fake shares. Assuming that most players 
are always honest. The shares are divided into sub-shares 
using polynomials having degree k − 1 in the first phase. 
Thus, any share can be recovered by the subset of sub-
shares of honest players. Note that whether a player is 
honest or dishonest in revealing his share/sub-share can 
be determined by other players using Petersen’s commit-
ments generated by the dealer and the owner of the share 
previously. Moreover, if any player decides not to reveal 
any share, same procedure can be applied to recover 
the share and the secret. In summary, players acting 

maliciously in this phase will not affect all other honest 
players to restore the secret.

Un‑deniability
The un-deniable feature is provided in the first phase by 
employing Petersen’s VSS to share each share of player. 
After completing the first phase, no player can deny to 
reveal the real share in the second phase since any mali-
cious action is useless. The share can always be recovered 
by the majority of players. This feature of un-deniability 
encourages players in the secret reconstruction to act 
honestly in revealing their shares in the second phase.

Efficiency analysis
This section will analyze the efficiency property of the 
proposed RSS protocol, which have been defined in 
Properties section.

Efficiency
At the beginning of each phase, each player needs to 
compute and release values to others. But there has no 
interaction among players to verify sub-shares. In the 
first phase, each player needs to execute 2(k − 1) modu-
lar exponentiations to compute his commitments and 
2(k + 1) modular exponentiations to verify each pair of 
sub-shares. Overall, each player needs 2(k − 1) + 2(n − 1)
(k + 1) modular exponentiations. In the second phase, 
each player needs t + 1 modular exponentiations to ver-
ify each share of other player. Overall, each player needs 
(n − 1)(t + 1) modular exponentiations to verify all shares 
from other players.

Conclusion
The existing communication networks in UCE are 
asynchronous networks in which multiple users can-
not transmit their messages simultaneously. The asyn-
chronous transmission can cause security problems. An 
information-theoretic RSS is proposed in this paper for 
secure group communications in UCE. This RSS can be 
deployed in an asynchronous network. Our design uses 
Petersen’s VSS to allow each player to divide his share 
obtained from the dealer originally and shared with all 
other players before revealing it to the public. This fea-
ture encourages all players to reveal their shares honestly 
since any malicious behavior (i.e., either revealing a fake 
share or refusing to release one) is useless. The proposed 
scheme is practically valuable for secure group-oriented 
application in UCE.
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